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Abstract— Content Based Audio Retrieval system is very helpful
to facilitate users to find the target audio materials. Audio signals
are classified into speech, music, several types of environmental
sounds and silence based on audio content analysis. The
extracted audio features include temporal curves of the average
zero-crossing rate, the spectral Centroid, the spectral flux, as well
as spectral roll-off of these curves. In this dissertation we have
used the four features for extracting the audio from the database,
use of this multiple features increase the accuracy of the audio
file which we are retrieving from the audio database.
Keywords - Content Based Audio Retrieval, Feature
Extraction, Classification based on Features, Content Based
Retrieval.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Audio, which includes voice, music, and various
kinds of environmental sounds, is an important type of
media, and also a significant part of audiovisual data. As
there are more and more digital audio databases in place at
present, people start to realize the importance of audio
database management relying on audio content analysis.
There are also distributed audio libraries in the World Wide
Web, and content-based audio retrieval could be an ideal
approach for sound indexing and search.
Existing research on content-based audio data
management is very limited. There are in general two
directions. One direction is audio segmentation and
classification, where audio was classified into “music”,
speech”, and “others”. The second direction is audio
retrieval, where audio is retrieval from the huge database
using different audio features.
With the development of multimedia technologies,
huge amount of multimedia information is transmitted and
stored every day. Audio and video data from radio,
television, databases, or on the Internet has been a source of
recent research interest.
II.

OVERVIEW OF AUDIO RETREIVAL

An easy way to comply with the conference paper
formatting requirements is to use this document as a
template and simply type your text into it.
The basic operation of the retrieval system is as follows.
First, the feature vectors are estimated for both, the example
signal from the user, and for the database signal[2]. One by
one each database signal is compared to the example signal.
If similarity criterion is fulfilled, the database sample is
retrieved[1].
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Figure 1.1 Block diagram for the Content Based Audio Retrieval
Database

As shown in the figure 1.1, next step is comparing
two samples, by suing different methods [3]. For example,
signal is divided into frames and feature vector is calculated
for each frame. Both, features which describe the frequency
content of the signals, and features which describe the
temporal characteristics were used in the system. Features
are normalized over the whole database with zero mean and
unity variance [5]. After these calculations, same method is
applied on the input audio signal and then one by one
feature values are access from the database and compare
with the input signal value. When the similarity is found
between the input and database signals then that signal we
can say that require signal is found from the database, these
signals need to be display as an out of the Content Based
Audio Retrieval[4].
III.

AUDIO RETRIVAL USING MULTIPAL
FEATURES

All Feature extraction is the process of converting
an audio signal into a sequence of feature vectors carrying
characteristic information about the signal. These vectors
are used as basis for various types of audio analysis
algorithms. It is typical for audio analysis algorithms to be
based on features computed on a window basis [6]. These
window based features can be considered as short time
description of the signal for that particular moment in time.
The performance of a set of features depends on
the application. The design of descriptive features for a
specific application is hence the main challenge in building
audio classification systems. A wide range of audio features
exist for classification tasks [6]. These features can be
divided into two categories: time domain and frequency
domain features.
The temporal domain is the native domain for
audio signals [2]. All temporal features have in common
that they are extracted from the raw audio signal, without
any preceding transformation.
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successive spectral distributions that correspond to
successive signal frames [5]. That means, a measure of the
spectral rate of change, which is given by the sum across
one analysis window of the squared difference between the
magnitude spectra corresponding to successive signal
frames,

A .Types of Audio Features
1) The Temporal Features –
2) Cepstral features
Cepstral features are frequency smoothed
representation of the log magnitude spectrum and capture
timber characteristics and pitch [2]. Cepstral features allow
for application of the Euclidean metric as distance measure
due to their orthogonal basis which facilitates similarity
comparison.

N/2

Fr = ∑ (|Xr[k]| - |Xr-1[k]|) 2

A. Muliple Features
1) Zero-crossing rate: The zero crossing rate counts the
number of times that the signal amplitude changes signs in
the time domain during one frame of length N,

Flux has been found to be a suitable feature for the
separation of music from speech, yielding higher values for
music examples [8].
IV.

N

ZCR= 1/2

Σ| sgn(X[n]) – sgn(X[n-1])|

(1)

Where the sign function is defined by

{

=

1, x>= 0
-1, x<0

2) Spectral Centroid: Centroid is the gravity of the spectrum
[2] Where the sign function is defined by

h=(h1,h2,…hl,…hL)

N/2
K=1
N/2

=

(2)

∑|Xr[k]|
K=1

Where N is a number of FFT points, Xr [k] is the STFT of
frame xr, and f [k] is a frequency at bin k. Centroid models
the sound sharpness. Sharpness is related to the high
frequency content of the spectrum.
3) Spectral Roll-off: The roll-off is a measure of spectral
shape useful for distinguishing voiced from unvoiced
speech. The roll-off is defined as the frequency below which
85% of the magnitude distribution of the spectrum is
concentrated [2]. That is, if K is the largest bin that fulfils,
N/2
r

K=1

B
S (hR, hT) = ∑ min (hiR, hiT)
i=1

N/2

∑|X [k]| <= 0.85 ∑|X [k]|
r

(5)

where is the number of histogram bins, the typical window
length is the query signal duration.
The reference signal is obtained by dividing the
reference sound window into a number of fixed length
frames, extracting a feature vector form each frame, and
then finding the probability distribution of feature vectors in
feature space over this window. A histogram is used as the
non-parametric model for this distribution. The same
process is applied to a window of test data to obtain a test
template. Similarity between the reference and test
templates hR and hT respectively, is calculated using
histogram interaction, where B is the number of histogram
bins [8][9]:

∑f[k]|Xr[k]|
Cr

HISTOGRAM MODELLING

1) Basic Algorithm
Fig. 1 outlines the algorithm. In this paper, a
histogram is a frequency distribution of the feature vector
occurrences over the window. The frequency distribution is
obtained by classifying the feature vectors according to a
certain vector. Since the feature vectors are not uniformly
distributed in the feature space, feature vector density
should be considered in the classification process in order to
efficiently represent signals with a histogram.
Histogram is then defined as,

n=1

sgn(x)

(4)

K=1

(6)

The histogram intersection measure is used
because it is computationally simple, and it has been used
successfully in visual object detection [10]. As the window
for the stored signal shifts forward in time [7], similarity
based on the query- and stored-signal histograms shows
certain continuity from one time step to the next. The timeseries active search takes advantage of this by computing an

(3)

K=1

Then the roll-off is Rr = f[K][8].
4) Spectral Flux: The spectral flux is defined as the
squared difference between the normalized magnitudes of
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upper bound of the similarity measure as a function of the
time step and skipping all intermediate time-step similarity
evaluations until this upper bound exceeds the detection
threshold [7].

Speech
Music

20
100

30 sec.
30 sec.

Table 2: Test Data

Audio type
Speech
Rock

Number of files
20
16

Average length
30 sec.
30 sec.

A. Experimental Results Using Multiple Features: As
feature extraction has already been mentioned in the
previous session. Here, it is focused on how ZCR,
Centroid, Roll off, Flux, features are extracted from the
row audio data and how they are used in classification
and segmentation modules.
1. Zero-Crossing Rate
In order to extract ZCR features from the audio
signal, the signal was first partitioned into short overlapping
frames each consisting of 512 samples. The overlap size
was set to half the size of the frame. The actual features
used for classification task were the means of the ZCR taken
over a window containing 20 frames. The following
examples show result of ZCR feature. The following
examples shows result of the speech and music signals,
featureZCR() – Function implemented for ZCR, we
need to pass the parameter as an audio file to calculate the
ZCR of that audio file.

Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the Basic Histogram Modeling

VI.

EXPERMENTAL RESULT

In this section, the methods used to implement the
system for selective audio signals will be described in
details. Also how the experimental results are obtained is
described with some comments. The chapter is split into the
following sub sections: data description, feature extraction,
segmentation and classification.
We conducted an experiment with real music data.
Following types of experiments were conducted,
i) Feature extraction for the stored signal and
ii) Vector quantization for the stored signal.
iii) After a query signal is given.
iv) Feature extraction for a query signal.
v) Vector quantization for the query signal and
vi) Matching between the query signal and each
section of the stored signal, are performed.
vii) Processing time for calculating the feature
vectors.
viii) Histogram Processing

1.

2.

For example –
1. featureSC ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud1.wav')
Output - 0.1364
2.

Table 1: Training Data

Number of files

Output - 0.0725
featureZCR ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud22.wav')
Output - 0.0557

4.2.2 Spectral Centroid
In order to extract Centroid features from the audio
signal, the actual features used for classification task were
the means of the Centroid taken over a window containing
20 frames. The following examples show result of Centroid
feature. The following examples shows result of the speech
and music signals,
featureSC() – Function implemented for Centroid,
we need to pass the parameter as an audio file to calculate
the Centroid of that audio file.

A. Description of the audio data: The audio files used in the
experiment were randomly collected from the different
Indian songs. The speech audio files were selected from
both male and female speakers. The music audio samples
were selected from a variety of categories and consist of
almost all musical genres. These files were in wav formats
to be able to use them in mat lab programs, it was necessary
to use these files with a wav format with a common
sampling frequency. Gold Wave (open Source) software is
used, for creating this database. The recorded audio files
were further partitioned into according to their category:
rock music, dance, etc.
Audio type

For example –
featureZCR ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud1.wav')

Average length

featureSC
('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud22.wav')
Output - 0.1591
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Table 3: Processing time for calculating the feature vectors

4.2.3 Spectral Roll Off
The following examples show result of Roll Off
feature. The following examples shows result of the speech
and music signals,
featureSRO() – Function implemented for Roll Off,
we need to pass the parameter as an audio file to calculate
the Roll Off of that audio file.
For example –
1. featureSRO ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud1.wav')
2.

Output - 0.0028
featureSRO ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud22.wav')
Output - 0.0028

4.2.4 Spectral Flux
The following examples show result of Flux
feature. The following examples shows result of the speech
and music signals.
featureSF() – Function implemented for Flux, we
need to pass the parameter as an audio file to calculate the
Flux of that audio file.

Features

Processing Time(ms)

ZCR

0.614

Spectral Centroid

1.375

Spectral Flux

1.427

Spectral Roll Off

0.556

ZCR + SC

1.989

ZCR + SF

2.041

ZCR + SRO

1.17

SC + SRO

1.931

SC + SF

2.802

SRO + SF

1.983

SC + SRO + SF

3.358

ZCR + SC + SRO

2.545

ZCR + SRO + SF

2.597

SCR + SC + SF

3.416

All

3.972

For example –
1. featureSF ('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud1.wav')
2.

Output - 41.0537
featureSF
('D:\Documents\CBAR\project\sound
files\aud2.wav')
Output - 11.1627

Following fig.1, shows the result of accuracy graph for the
rock music.

Fig. 4.1: Processing time for calculating the different features

V.

Matching rate

Accuracy result for Rock

In this paper a quick search method can quickly detect
known sound in a long audio stream. Other papers mainly
proposed a search method using the single feature. However
in this paper multiple combinations of the features are used
for more accurate search.
In addition, the preprocessing stage has been introduced
for reduce the searching time. As a result of tests, the
proposed method is approximately 10% more accurate.
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Fig. 1: Accuracy result for rock music

Following fig. 2 show the graphical representation
of the processing time for calculating the different feature
and their combinations.
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